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FMRSI in association with Dr Elizabeth Boyle of the University of  
Cambridge, are delighted to announce a forthcoming conference.  
 
This conference will explore the issues of textual transmission and the move-
ment of ideas across medieval Europe. Indeed, going beyond consideration of 
literary texts alone, the scope of discussions will include the transmission of 
images, music, scientific learning, and related areas.  
 
Keynote addresses will be given by Dr Caoimhín Breatnach, School of Irish, 
Celtic Studies, Irish Folklore and Linguistics, University College Dublin and 
Dr Anthony Lappin, School of Languages, Linguistics and Cultures,  
University of Manchester. Proposals (max. 250 words) are welcome from  
researchers in all areas of medieval studies. Papers should last c. 30 minutes 
(plus time for questions and discussion). We also welcome proposals from 
postgraduate students for shorter papers (c. 20 minutes plus questions). A 
small number of postgraduate bursaries may be available. Proposals for  
papers should be emailed to: medrenforum@gmail.com no later than 31 
March 2012. For more details see http://fmrsi.wordpress.com. 
 
This conference is organised by theThis conference is organised by theThis conference is organised by theThis conference is organised by the    Forum for Medieval and Renaissance Studies in IrelandForum for Medieval and Renaissance Studies in IrelandForum for Medieval and Renaissance Studies in IrelandForum for Medieval and Renaissance Studies in Ireland    in associa-in associa-in associa-in associa-
tion with University College Cork and the Department of Anglotion with University College Cork and the Department of Anglotion with University College Cork and the Department of Anglotion with University College Cork and the Department of Anglo----Saxon, Norse & Celtic, University of Saxon, Norse & Celtic, University of Saxon, Norse & Celtic, University of Saxon, Norse & Celtic, University of 
Cambridge. The conference is generously supported by the Leverhulme Trust, and by the Schools of Cambridge. The conference is generously supported by the Leverhulme Trust, and by the Schools of Cambridge. The conference is generously supported by the Leverhulme Trust, and by the Schools of Cambridge. The conference is generously supported by the Leverhulme Trust, and by the Schools of 

English and History, University College Cork. English and History, University College Cork. English and History, University College Cork. English and History, University College Cork.     
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New Publication by New Publication by New Publication by New Publication by FMRSI FMRSI FMRSI FMRSI Advisory Board MemberAdvisory Board MemberAdvisory Board MemberAdvisory Board Member    
    

Congratulations to Professor Susan Boynton, Congratulations to Professor Susan Boynton, Congratulations to Professor Susan Boynton, Congratulations to Professor Susan Boynton, 
whose new monograph, whose new monograph, whose new monograph, whose new monograph, Silent Music: Medieval Silent Music: Medieval Silent Music: Medieval Silent Music: Medieval 
Song and the Construction of Identity in Song and the Construction of Identity in Song and the Construction of Identity in Song and the Construction of Identity in     
Eighteenth Century Spain, Eighteenth Century Spain, Eighteenth Century Spain, Eighteenth Century Spain, was recently published was recently published was recently published was recently published 
by Oxford University Press.by Oxford University Press.by Oxford University Press.by Oxford University Press.    
 
Silent Music explores the importance of music and liturgy in an 
eighteenth-century vision of Spanish culture and national identity. 
From 1750 to 1755, the Jesuit Andres Marcos Burriel (1719-1762) 
and the calligrapher Francisco Xavier Santiago y Palomares (1728-
1796) worked together in Toledo Cathedral for the Royal  
Commission on the Archives, which the government created to ob-
tain evidence for the royal patronage of church benefices in Spain. 
With Burriel as director, the Commission transcribed not only ar-
chival documents, but also manuscripts of canon law, history,  
literature, and liturgy, in order to write a new ecclesiastical history of 
Spain. At the centre of this ambitious project of cultural nationalism 
stood the medieval manuscripts of the Old Hispanic rite, the liturgy 
associated with Toledo's Mozarabs, or Christians who had contin-
ued to practice their religion under Muslim rule. Burriel was the 
first to realize that the medieval manuscripts differed significantly 
from the early-modern editions of the Mozarabic rite. Palomares, 
building on his work with Burriel, wrote a history of the Visigothic 
script in which he noted the indecipherability of the music notation 
in manuscripts of the Old Hispanic rite. For both men, this silent 
music was invaluable as a graphic legacy of Spain's past. While 
many historians in the Spanish Enlightenment articulated the idea 
of the modern nation through the study of the Middle Ages, Burriel 
and Palomares are exceptional for their treatment of musical nota-
tion as an object of historical study and their conception of music as 
an integral part of history.  
 
2011. Hardback, 240pp. ISBN: 9780199754595. 2011. Hardback, 240pp. ISBN: 9780199754595. 2011. Hardback, 240pp. ISBN: 9780199754595. 2011. Hardback, 240pp. ISBN: 9780199754595. Silent MusicSilent MusicSilent MusicSilent Music    is is is is 
available now from Oxford University Press (USA): available now from Oxford University Press (USA): available now from Oxford University Press (USA): available now from Oxford University Press (USA): 
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Music/?view=usa&cihttp://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Music/?view=usa&cihttp://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Music/?view=usa&cihttp://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Music/?view=usa&ci
=9780199754595#=9780199754595#=9780199754595#=9780199754595#. . . .     
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Call for PapersCall for PapersCall for PapersCall for Papers    

Medieval Artefacts: Making and Meaning c. 500Medieval Artefacts: Making and Meaning c. 500Medieval Artefacts: Making and Meaning c. 500Medieval Artefacts: Making and Meaning c. 500––––1500150015001500    
    

A postgraduate student colloquium at Trinity College Dublin on 4 May, 2012, 1A postgraduate student colloquium at Trinity College Dublin on 4 May, 2012, 1A postgraduate student colloquium at Trinity College Dublin on 4 May, 2012, 1A postgraduate student colloquium at Trinity College Dublin on 4 May, 2012, 1––––6pm. 6pm. 6pm. 6pm.     
This colloquium aims to showcase new work on medieval objects by This colloquium aims to showcase new work on medieval objects by This colloquium aims to showcase new work on medieval objects by This colloquium aims to showcase new work on medieval objects by     

current doctoral students working in any discipline.current doctoral students working in any discipline.current doctoral students working in any discipline.current doctoral students working in any discipline.    
    
The term ‘artefact’ carries connotations of the process of crafting an object and its impor-
tance as a witness to the culture that produced it. This colloquium aims to explore how 
these two interrelated themes help us to understand the medieval past. It will examine how 
artefacts can be used as sources for the writing of history, and how medieval people under-
stood the activities of producing, viewing and using objects. The question of what constitutes 
‘art’ in this period remains contentious, with its associated questions of quality and function. 
In addition the reuse and reinvention of artefacts during the Middle Ages provides a wide 
scope for explorations of the construction of meaning. The colloquium will welcome papers 
dealing with all kinds of surviving objects from Western Europe in the long Middle Ages (c. 
500–1500 AD). 
 
Papers are invited on topics related to the theme of ‘Making and Meaning’. Subjects ad-
dressed might include, but are not limited to: 
 
• The means and circumstances of production of medieval objects 
• The reuse or recreation of objects 
• The challenges of interpreting medieval artefacts 
• The roles of artists/craftsmen, patrons and critics 
• The relationship between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture in the Middle Ages 
• The relationship of an artefact to one or more region and related culture 
• Questions of technique and workshop practice 
 
Abstracts of no more than 300 words for papers of 20 minutes should be sent to Colleen 
Thomas (cothomas@tcd.ie), together with a short statement about the author’s current re-
search, by 17 February 2012. 
 
This event is organised by postgraduate students at Trinity College Dublin, supported by the Forum for 
Medieval and Renaissance Studies in Ireland (FMRSI) and by the Trinity Irish Art Research Centre 

(TRIARC) 
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Member’s Project Member’s Project Member’s Project Member’s Project     

    
    

History Books in the AngloHistory Books in the AngloHistory Books in the AngloHistory Books in the Anglo----Norman World: A Research Project Norman World: A Research Project Norman World: A Research Project Norman World: A Research Project     
at Trinity College Dublin, 2011at Trinity College Dublin, 2011at Trinity College Dublin, 2011at Trinity College Dublin, 2011––––2015201520152015    

 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries history (interpreted as both the recent past and a  
period stretching back to include the biblical narrative) seems to have become a major inter-
est for both the educated elite and a growing audience who accessed ideas through vernacu-
lar texts. New chronicles and annals were produced, together with accounts of the histories 
of particular peoples, nations and subjects. At the same time, history was explored through 
images in books and other media. Much historical writing in this period dealt with issues of 
conquest and identity, which were often allied to geography, ethnicity or particular institu-
tions.  
 
Over the next four years the ‘History Books’ project, funded by the Marie Curie  
Programme (FP7), will examine surviving medieval manuscripts in order to investigate the 
writing of history in areas controlled by the Anglo-Norman Empire, concentrating on the  
period 1100–1300. In particular the project will explore the use of images in the  
presentation of history in books and beyond.  In the academic year 2011–2012 we look  
forward to welcoming Visiting Research Fellows to Dublin to work on manuscripts in Trin-
ity’s collection.  In addition there will be a series of lectures relating to aspects of Anglo-
Norman history at Trinity in May 2012.  Look out for the programme in the coming weeks! 

    

Laura CleaverLaura CleaverLaura CleaverLaura Cleaver    
Ussher Lecturer in Medieval Art and PI for the History Books ProjectUssher Lecturer in Medieval Art and PI for the History Books ProjectUssher Lecturer in Medieval Art and PI for the History Books ProjectUssher Lecturer in Medieval Art and PI for the History Books Project    

The Forum is Now on TWITTERThe Forum is Now on TWITTERThe Forum is Now on TWITTERThe Forum is Now on TWITTER! 
 

Follow us for quick updates & the latest news: #FMRSI 
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Summer SchoolSummer SchoolSummer SchoolSummer School    
The Latin Collection of the Acts of the Apostles (pseudoThe Latin Collection of the Acts of the Apostles (pseudoThe Latin Collection of the Acts of the Apostles (pseudoThe Latin Collection of the Acts of the Apostles (pseudo----Abdias)Abdias)Abdias)Abdias)    

First Summer School on Christian Apocryphal Literature First Summer School on Christian Apocryphal Literature First Summer School on Christian Apocryphal Literature First Summer School on Christian Apocryphal Literature     
Strasbourg, France, 24Strasbourg, France, 24Strasbourg, France, 24Strasbourg, France, 24----27 June 201227 June 201227 June 201227 June 2012    

 

The Summer School on Christian Apocryphal Literature 2012 gives a valuable opportunity to become ac-
quainted with the advances and current directions in research on the Latin Collection of the Acts of Apos-
tles (Virtues Apostolorum) and its reception in artistic production. It will allow students and scholars to in-
teract with the foremost specialists in the field and to work on some unedited materials under their direction 
in a series of instructional workshops.  
 
Pre-registration can be accessed at: http://www.unistra.fr/inscription/apocrypha. Cost of registration: €100 
(including meals). Cost of travel/accommodation is assumed by the participant.  
 
For further details please contact Gabriella Aragione, Faculté de théologie protestante 
BP 90020,  
9, Place de l’Université, 
F-67084 Strasbourg Cedex 
Gabriella.aragione@unistra.fr 
 

The Monsignor Patrick J. Corish LectureThe Monsignor Patrick J. Corish LectureThe Monsignor Patrick J. Corish LectureThe Monsignor Patrick J. Corish Lecture    
Tuesday 27 March 2012Tuesday 27 March 2012Tuesday 27 March 2012Tuesday 27 March 2012    

Renehan Hall, St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, 7.30pmRenehan Hall, St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, 7.30pmRenehan Hall, St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, 7.30pmRenehan Hall, St Patrick’s College, Maynooth, 7.30pm    
 
The Patrick J. Corish Lecture 2012 will be delivered by Caroline Walker BynumCaroline Walker BynumCaroline Walker BynumCaroline Walker Bynum, Professor emerita of Me-
dieval European History, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey and University Professor 
emerita, Columbia University in the City of New York. The title of her lecture is: ‘The Sacrality of Things: 
An Inquiry into Divine Materiality in the Christian Middle Ages’. All welcome 
 
Caroline Bynum’s work has been instrumental in introducing the concept of gender into the study of medie-
val Christianity. Her ground-breaking studies, Holy Feast and Holy Fast (1987) and The Resurrection of the 
Body in Western Christendom (1995), created the paradigm for the study of women’s piety that dominates 
the field today and helped propel the history of the body into a major area of pre-modern European Stud-
ies. Her recent works comprise a radical reinterpretation of the nature of Christianity on the eve of the six-
teenth-century reformations. Wonderful Blood (2007), which won the American Academy of Religion’s 
Award for Excellence in Historical Studies among other prizes, examines the phenomenon of blood piety in 
fifteenth-century northern Germany in its larger European context.  
 
Her most recent study, Christian materiality (2011) locates the upsurge in new forms of art and devotion in 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries against the background of changes in natural philosophy and theology. 
She is currently working on medieval devotional objects in a comparative and cross-cultural perspective. 
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CÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NÓIMÉADIMÉADIMÉADIMÉAD     …………    

Michael Dunne 

 
    
How did you come to medieval/Renaissance studies?How did you come to medieval/Renaissance studies?How did you come to medieval/Renaissance studies?How did you come to medieval/Renaissance studies?    
  
I’m not sure how it really came about. Reading the Lord of the Rings by Tolkien inspired my imagina-
tion when I was a teenager and when I learnt that much of his inspiration was drawn from Anglo-Saxon 
I became interested in that as well. I suppose also that growing up in Ireland and being familiar with 
Gothic Churches has always made me feel at home with the symbolic forms of the Middle Ages. When 
I went to UCD in 1980 I had a very inspirational tutor in First Year for Old and Middle English, Alan 
Fletcher. I toyed with the idea of continuing with Old and Middle English but chose to continue with 
Modern and Contemporary English Literature and Philosophy. However, in Philosophy in Second 
Year I was introduced to Augustine by Prof Desmond Connell and to Aquinas by Dr Colm Connellan 
OMI. Fr Connellan was a major influence on me and he encouraged me in my studies, giving me a life-
long love for the thought of Aquinas.  
    
Who was your most inspirational teacher/mentor, and why?Who was your most inspirational teacher/mentor, and why?Who was your most inspirational teacher/mentor, and why?Who was your most inspirational teacher/mentor, and why?    
    
I have already mentioned three of them but I would add another, Prof Roberto Busa SJ, who died last 
year at the age of 97. I worked with him as a research assistant on the Index Thomisticus for over seven 
years. He was an inspirational figure as he had been the first to propose to IBM in 1949 that computers 
could be used for language and not just for numbers and was the founder of computational linguistics 
and hypertexts. I manage to shock my students by telling them that Thomas Aquinas was responsible 
for the internet! And indirectly Aquinas was responsible because it was through Busa’s researches into 
understanding the conceptual system of Thomas Aquinas through the mapping his linguistic world that 
would lead to the publication of the Index Thomisticus and many of the foundations for the internet 
were laid down as a by-product of that endeavour. I am often amazed at how much to the fore medieval-
ists are in the use of computers in the humanities. It shows that if one is highly educated in some com-
plex area of human endeavour such as medieval art, music, law, etc. the complexities of twenty-first cen-
tury computing are not an insurmountable barrier. 
 

What is the last conference you attended?What is the last conference you attended?What is the last conference you attended?What is the last conference you attended?    
    
Last August I attended a workshop on Adam Wodeham in Helsinki where I gave a paper on the close 
relationship between Wodeham’s Oxford Lectures on the Sentences and those of Richard FitzRalph.   
 
Which book(s) are you currently reading?Which book(s) are you currently reading?Which book(s) are you currently reading?Which book(s) are you currently reading?    
    
Nothing very deep!  I’m a fan of horror and science fiction so I love writers such as Stephen King and 
I’m just finishing his book, Insomnia.  I also like history and am also currently reading Gavin Menzies’s  

continued...continued...continued...continued...    
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CÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NÓIMÉADIMÉADIMÉADIMÉAD     … … … … (continued) 
 

        book, 1421 - The Year China Discovered the World.  Also because I have recently celebrated a sig-
nificant birthday, I’m dipping into Things To Do Now That You’re … 50!     
 
What's your guilty pleasure when working?What's your guilty pleasure when working?What's your guilty pleasure when working?What's your guilty pleasure when working?    
    
Many years ago when I lived in Italy it used to be coffee and cigarettes, nowadays its chocolate. 
    
What excites you most about teaching medieval/early modern topics to students?What excites you most about teaching medieval/early modern topics to students?What excites you most about teaching medieval/early modern topics to students?What excites you most about teaching medieval/early modern topics to students?    
    
Opening up their eyes to the fact that the so-called Dark Ages were one of the most vibrant and colour-
ful times in human civilisation. 
 
In your opinion can Irish medievalists do more to promote what they do, and how?In your opinion can Irish medievalists do more to promote what they do, and how?In your opinion can Irish medievalists do more to promote what they do, and how?In your opinion can Irish medievalists do more to promote what they do, and how?    
    
We have to continually strive to educate and to disabuse people of the various prejudices they have 
regarding the Middle Ages. All of my life I have lived in what we might call the backlash against ‘high 
culture’ which really came into its own in the 1960s and has continued without really being critically 
reflected upon since them. Many of the criticisms against elitism in education were justified and were it 
not for the widening of access to university education which also began in the 1960s I doubt whether I 
would have ever become a lecturer. However, what we are left with after the attack on high culture is a 
loss of deep culture. In many ways, people expect to be given and to be satisfied with quick and superfi-
cial answers. Thus, the Middle Ages can be dismissed as a time of fire, torture and the inquisition. The 
only way to get back a sense of deep culture is to return to a study of the sources of our civilisation and 
that means reading, long hours of study, knowledge of one or two contemporary continental languages 
and one or two ancient languages. Anything less and we will be unable to keep pace with European and 
North American researchers.  
 
What is your favourite historical novel/movie/website to do with the early periods?What is your favourite historical novel/movie/website to do with the early periods?What is your favourite historical novel/movie/website to do with the early periods?What is your favourite historical novel/movie/website to do with the early periods?    
    
It has to be The Name of the Rose. 
    
If you could be transported back in time to witness something, what would it be?If you could be transported back in time to witness something, what would it be?If you could be transported back in time to witness something, what would it be?If you could be transported back in time to witness something, what would it be?    
    
A difficult one this! ‘Moments’ in the history of ideas tend to extend over years and I would like to 
have been present during Aquinas’s second Paris Regency or FitzRalph’s case against the mendicants 
before the Curia in Avignon. Again, I have always had a sympathy for heroic failures and lost causes, 
(perhaps because our own history is full of them!) but it must have been something to be in Constantin-
ople in those last weeks before its fall in 1453. 
 

continued ...continued ...continued ...continued ...    
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CÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NCÚPLA NÓIMÉADIMÉADIMÉADIMÉAD     … … … … (continued) 
 

 
What are your hopes for the future of early studies in Ireland?What are your hopes for the future of early studies in Ireland?What are your hopes for the future of early studies in Ireland?What are your hopes for the future of early studies in Ireland?    
    
I really dislike the way that the humanities and the science are currently being opposed to one another 
as if it was a question of either/or. All of the great thinkers of the middle ages strove to understand 
every aspect of the culture of the times and that included science.  One only has to think of the achieve-
ment of people such as Robert Grosseteste. I have been fascinated by science since I was a child and 
had a microscope and a telescope and a chemistry set.  I very nearly ended up studying science in 
UCD. Again, I have also studied and taught philosophy of science. We are failing in our educational 
system if we do not get across to our students that the worst thing that could happen would be that if 
our universities were to turn out people who were one-dimensional and indeed, were taught by people 
who were likewise one-dimensional, only knowing their own small area of expertise. We often point 
the finger at scientists but I remember Susan McKenna Lawlor saying to me once that university lectur-
ers are unlikely to come up to you and say that they are illiterate but had no problem coming up to her 
and saying that they were innumerate! 
 
 
What achievement in your career are you most proud of, and why?What achievement in your career are you most proud of, and why?What achievement in your career are you most proud of, and why?What achievement in your career are you most proud of, and why?    
    
I think it has to be my editions of the surviving works of Aquinas’s first teacher of philosophy, Petrus 
de Ybernia (Peter of Ireland).  As a close second I would put the book I co-edited with the late James 
McEvoy, The Irish Contribution to European Scholastic Thought.  This latter work has mapped out 
whole areas for original research for future students of Ireland’s medieval thinkers. 
 
Which historical figure do you most admire? Which historical figure do you most admire? Which historical figure do you most admire? Which historical figure do you most admire?     
    
For clarity, humility, insight and wisdom, Thomas Aquinas. 
 
 
 

Dr Michael Dunne is Head of the Philosophy Department at National University of Ireland, Dr Michael Dunne is Head of the Philosophy Department at National University of Ireland, Dr Michael Dunne is Head of the Philosophy Department at National University of Ireland, Dr Michael Dunne is Head of the Philosophy Department at National University of Ireland, 
Maynooth. He has published widely on Thomas Aquinas, Peter of Ireland, and on many other aspects Maynooth. He has published widely on Thomas Aquinas, Peter of Ireland, and on many other aspects Maynooth. He has published widely on Thomas Aquinas, Peter of Ireland, and on many other aspects Maynooth. He has published widely on Thomas Aquinas, Peter of Ireland, and on many other aspects 
of medieval European philosophy. He is president of the Irish Philosophical Society and a fellow of of medieval European philosophy. He is president of the Irish Philosophical Society and a fellow of of medieval European philosophy. He is president of the Irish Philosophical Society and a fellow of of medieval European philosophy. He is president of the Irish Philosophical Society and a fellow of 

the Royal Historical Society, and is a member of FMRSI’s Advisory Board. the Royal Historical Society, and is a member of FMRSI’s Advisory Board. the Royal Historical Society, and is a member of FMRSI’s Advisory Board. the Royal Historical Society, and is a member of FMRSI’s Advisory Board.     
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Dr Carrie Griffin Dr Carrie Griffin Dr Carrie Griffin Dr Carrie Griffin 
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FIND US ON FIND US ON FIND US ON FIND US ON     
 
 
 
 
 

Become a fan of the Become a fan of the Become a fan of the Become a fan of the 
FMRSI at: FMRSI at: FMRSI at: FMRSI at: 

http://www.facebook.com/p
ages/Forum-for-Medieval-
and-Renaissance-Studies-in-

Ire-
land/167725991439?v=wall     

HIGHLIGHTS FROM FMRSI WEBSITE: HIGHLIGHTS FROM FMRSI WEBSITE: HIGHLIGHTS FROM FMRSI WEBSITE: HIGHLIGHTS FROM FMRSI WEBSITE:     
FEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARYFEBRUARY    

    
Employment Digest: Employment Digest: Employment Digest: Employment Digest: http://fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/30/
employment-weekly-jobs-digest-30-jan-2012/  
    
Summer School in Manuscript Studies: Summer School in Manuscript Studies: Summer School in Manuscript Studies: Summer School in Manuscript Studies: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/31/event-arnamagnaean-summer-
school-in-manuscript-studies-copenhagen-15th-23rd-aug-2012/  
 
Simon of Genoa Event: Simon of Genoa Event: Simon of Genoa Event: Simon of Genoa Event: http://fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/31/
event-simon-of-genoas-medical-lexicon-royal-holloway-17-mar-2012/    
    
Reading Publics Conference: Reading Publics Conference: Reading Publics Conference: Reading Publics Conference: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/25/event-reading-publics-in-15th-16th
-century-renaissance-europe-9-20-july-2012/   
    
CFP, Renaissance Borders, Princeton: CFP, Renaissance Borders, Princeton: CFP, Renaissance Borders, Princeton: CFP, Renaissance Borders, Princeton: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/25/cfp-renaissance-borders-princeton
-university-13-14-april-2012/  
    
CFP, Hortulus, Graduate Studies Journal: CFP, Hortulus, Graduate Studies Journal: CFP, Hortulus, Graduate Studies Journal: CFP, Hortulus, Graduate Studies Journal: http://
fmrsi.wordpress.com/2012/01/25/cfp-hortulus-online-graduate-
journal-of-medieval-studies-2012/     

Óenach:Óenach:Óenach:Óenach:    FMRSIFMRSIFMRSIFMRSI    ReviewsReviewsReviewsReviews    
The Editor welcomes suggestions for titles for review in future issues 

of Óenach: FMRSI Reviews. 

Please send suggested titles for review to oenach.reviews@gmail.com.oenach.reviews@gmail.com.oenach.reviews@gmail.com.oenach.reviews@gmail.com.    

Dr Ann Buckley, EditorDr Ann Buckley, EditorDr Ann Buckley, EditorDr Ann Buckley, Editor    

http://oenach.wordpress.com/reviews/http://oenach.wordpress.com/reviews/http://oenach.wordpress.com/reviews/http://oenach.wordpress.com/reviews/     


